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Mesh-based P2P streaming approa hes have been re ently
proposed as an interesting alternative to tree-based approa hes. However, many properties of mesh overlays remain little understood as they
are di ult to study due to the la k of a predened stru ture. In this
paper we show that when data is streamed through mesh overlays, it
follows tree-based diusion patterns and thereby mesh-based streaming
an be studied in a similar manner to tree-based approa hes. We identify properties of the diusion trees that emerge in mesh overlays and
ompare them to optimal diusion trees. We show that the emerging diffusion trees exhibit suboptimal height and are unbalan ed, whi h results
in in reased buering delay of mesh-based P2P systems, parti ularly in
heterogeneous environments. We present an algorithm that adapts the
mesh overlay to shorten diusion trees and to redu e the buering delay.1
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

The use of peer-to-peer (P2P) overlays for multi ast media streaming has gained
signi ant attention in re ent years as it alleviates s alability problems of
tralised

en-

lient-server ar hite tures and weaknesses that prevent a wide adoption

of IP Multi ast. Two main approa hes for building overlays for P2P multi ast
media streaming are tree-based [1℄ and mesh-based [2,3,4℄. The former approa h
expli itly pla es peers in a single tree or multiple multi ast trees, where they
re eive the stream from their parent(s) and forward it to their

hildren. In the

mesh-based approa h, the P2P overlay is unstru tured, formed by peers

on-

ne ting to neighbours, whi h may be randomly sele ted. The media stream is
typi ally split into small data blo ks that are ex hanged between neighbouring
peers, resulting in their propagation throughout the overlay. The main advantage
of mesh overlays
ness to peer

ompared to tree-based overlays is their mu h higher robust-

hurn. In tree-based approa hes, a peer

an re eive data only from

its spe ied parent and when that parent fails or leaves the network, its whole
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sub-tree loses that data until the tree is re onstru ted. In mesh-based streaming
systems, data

hunks

an be obtained from any neighbour that holds it and thus

when one neighbour fails, other neighbours may still provide the data. For that
reason, many resear hes fo us on mesh overlays for P2P streaming. However,
one problem posed by mesh overlays is that they do not rely on any predened
network stru ture and thereby are more di ult to study than tree-based overlays. In this paper, we show that when data

hunks are streamed over mesh

overlays, tree-based diusion patters dynami ally emerge in the overlay. These
tree-based patterns of diusion
overlay stru tures. The

an be studied in the same manner as tree-based

ontribution of this paper is that we identify and anal-

yse properties of the emerging tree stru tures in mesh overlays and, in order to
evaluate their performan e, we

ompare them to optimal diusion trees in both

homogeneous and heterogeneous environments. This provides insights into how
mesh overlays

an be adapted to redu e buering delay in mesh-based stream-

ing systems to a theoreti al minimum. Based on this analysis we developed an
algorithm that redu es diusion tree heights in a mesh overlay and thus, also
redu es buering delay.
The paper is organised as follows: in Se tion 2 dierent approa hes to the
analysis of mesh-based streaming systems are presented. Se tion 3 shows how
diusion trees emerge in mesh overlays and analyses these diusion trees. Finally,
the adaptation algorithm is presented and evaluated in Se tion 4 before the paper
on ludes in Se tion 5.

2

Related Work

Many mesh-based P2P streaming systems have been proposed in the last few
years [2,3,4℄, but none of them has been formally analysed due to their

omplex-

ity.
Chunkyspread [5℄ is one example of an unstru tured approa h to media
streaming. It uses a multi-tree (multi-des ription) based stru ture on top of
an unstru tured overlay. The stru ture is very dynami

as ea h peer periodi ally

sear hes for new partners in its lo al environment. Peers ex hange information
(load, laten y,

reation of loops) with their neighbours to sear h for the best

parent- hild pairs for ea h tree. The

onstraints on these relationships are (1)

to avoid loops, (2) to satisfy any tit-for-tat

onstraints, (3) to adapt load (shall

be in a per peer dened range) and (4) to redu e laten y. The loop-preventing
algorithm whi h is run on the overlay ensures that

hunks are distributed fol-

lowing a multi-tree stru ture. In this paper we argue, that trees do not need to
be built expli itly, but that they are inherent to the mesh stru ture.
In

ontrast, SplitStream [1℄ is a tree-based P2P media streaming ar hite -

ture that fo uses on robustness. Dierent to our model, the stream is split into
multiple stripes that

an be distributed independently. A distin t tree is

on-

stru ted for ea h of these stripes on all the parti ipating peers. The robustness
in SplitStream

omes from the fa t that ea h node is an inner node in at most

one tree and a leaf node in all the other trees. Thus, if a peer fails, only one

distribution tree is ae ted and has to be rebuilt. In our model a tree stru ture
lose to SplitStream is derived from a mesh-based approa h. Peers are also inner
nodes in only one tree and leaf nodes in all others. Due to the mesh stru ture,
trees are dynami ally built and adapted if nodes fail or bandwidth

onditions

hange.
A

omparative study of tree- and mesh-based approa hes for media streaming

is presented in [6℄. Authors rst propose an organised view of data delivery in
mesh overlays, whi h

onsists of data diusion and swarming phases, and later

introdu e delivery trees, whi h they dis over in mesh overlays in a similar fashion
to diusion trees des ribed in our paper. Our work is dierent in that we fo us
on formally analysing properties of diusion trees rather than evaluating them
by simulation. We also propose an overlay adaptation algorithm that improves
properties of these trees.
A dierent approa h to analysing P2P media streaming systems are uid
models. In [7℄ the authors present a sto hasti uid model that takes into a
peer

hurn, heterogeneous peer upload

this paper we analyse the distribution trees
adaptations for tree-based approa hes

ount

apa ities, peer buering and delays. In
reated in a mesh su h that known

an be applied to meshes.

In [8℄ tree-based P2P streaming systems are analysed and it is shown that
moving high-bandwidth nodes

lose to the sour e is advantageous and leads

to high performan e gains in terms of total download

apa ity. We show in

this paper that the same holds for mesh-based systems and that trees

an be

shortened by adapting the lo ation of high-bandwidth nodes in diusion trees.

3

Mesh-based P2P Streaming

The mesh-based approa h to data streaming originates from resear h on gossip
and epidemi

proto ols, where nodes periodi ally ex hange information among

ea h other, whi h results in the eventual dissemination of all information to
all nodes. The BitTorrent [9℄ le-sharing system popularised this approa h for
the dissemination of large volumes of data from a transmitter to all re eivers.
BitTorrent

reates an unstru tured overlay mesh to distribute a data le. A le

is divided into
until nodes
In

hunks, whi h are ex hanged by nodes in a pull-based fashion

an re onstru t the original le.

ontrast to le-sharing systems, the transmitter in live P2P streaming

proto ols does not have a
thus, it

ess to the entire data as it is generated live, and

annot split the whole data into

hunks for distribution throughout the

network. In order to leverage mesh-based delivery, streaming proto ols require
a delay between the stream

reation time at the transmitter and the re eiver

playba k time. The data stream produ ed within this delay is split into small
hunks and distributed throughout the network similar to the way

hunks of an

entire le are distributed in mesh-based le-sharing proto ols. Nodes maintain
sliding windows that ree t this delay and

apture whi h

hunks have already

been re eived and whi h are still missing. The buers move forward with the
speed of the original video transmission rate, whi h is dis overed by all nodes

from the video stream. The beginning of the buer points at the

hunk

urrently

being played at the re eiving node and the end of the buer ree ts the

hunk

urrently generated at the transmitting node. Chunks that do not arrive in time
(outside the sliding window) are lost and
A mesh overlay is

ause video playba k degradation.

reated in a random fashion by joining nodes

ing with sele ted nodes. The sele tion of neighbours

onne t-

an be based on dierent

strategies, e.g. random or bandwidth-based. Neighbouring nodes maintain lo al
knowledge about data
they re eive a new

hunks they possess by informing ea h other whenever

hunk. The missing

mediately or periodi ally, following a

hunks are requested from neighbours imhunk sele tion algorithm. Dierent strate-

gies su h as most-re ent- hunk-rst, rarest- hunk-rst or random
s hedule the

an be used to

hunk requests.

3.1 Mesh Overlay Properties
In our previous resear h on mesh overlay adaptation [10,11℄, we identied that
ompletely random mesh overlays limit the network throughput by underutilising the available upload bandwidth at peers. Limited network throughput in
turn redu es possible video streaming rates and the

orresponding video qual-

ity. We showed properties of mesh overlays that, when satised, optimise the
network throughput. This requires that ea h peer maintains two sets of neighbours - (1)

hildren, whi h are the neighbours to whi h data is uploaded and (2)

parents, whi h are the neighbours from whi h data is downloaded. The network
throughput is optimised in su h a dire ted mesh overlay when:




Ea h peer has a

onstant ( ongurable) number of parents

Ea h peer has a number of

hildren proportional to its upload bandwidth

We showed in [10℄ that a mesh overlay satisfying these two

onditions optimises

the upload bandwidth utilisation and enables all peers to download at the maximum possible global video streaming rate. We also proposed algorithms for
adapting the mesh overlay to satisfy these

onditions. In this paper, we

our analysis on dire ted mesh overlays that satisfy these two
we

an provide a fair

ondu t

onditions and thus

omparison to multiple-tree-based overlays that also opti-

mise the network throughput. This paper is novel in that we show how diusion
trees emerge in these adapted dire ted mesh overlays; we analyse properties of
diusion trees and

ompare them to those of multiple-tree-based overlays; and

nally, propose an algorithm that improves these properties.

3.2 Tree-based View of Mesh Overlays
Mesh overlays are very dynami

and thus are di ult to analyse. In

ontrast,

trees are well understood and it is easier to derive properties of trees. Meshes

an

be seen as a stru ture of multiple trees if we assume that bandwidth of all peers
remain

onstant over time and that the

hunk sele tion algorithm is determin-

isti . We assume that peers request missing

hunks from parents immediately

when they are notied of them, following a most-re ent- hunk-rst strategy, i.e.,
when a de ision is made between two
stamp is requested. This
most re ent generated

hunks, a

hunk with a more re ent time-

hunk request strategy is based on an observation that

hunks are also the rarest in the overlay and thus need to

be given priority for distribution.
We assume that the stream rate is set to the maximum rate supported by the
PN
i uploadi
an re eive it, i.e., equal to
, where N is the
N −1
total number of peers in luding the sour e node (the sour e uploads, but does

overlay su h that all peers

not download data). We also assume that the mesh overlay satises

onditions

dis ussed in Se tion 3.1 and that a peer's upload bandwidth is shared equally
by all its

onne tions. Under su h assumptions, upload of all peers is saturated
PN
i uploadi
and the upload rate of ea h link is the same, equal to
(N −1)∗K , where K is a
globally ongurable number of parents of ea h peer. From this follows that ea h
s∗(N −1)∗K
hunk is transferred over a link in time PN
, where s is the size of a hunk.
i uploadi
s∗(N −1)
time units, so by the
The sour e node generates a new hunk every PN
i uploadi
time a single hunk is transferred to a hild, K new hunks are generated. Sin e
it is desired that the sour e node sends dierent
(to distribute
push

hunks from the sour e node to its dire t

re eives

t0

and

hunks with sequen e numbers

hildren

j = 0, 1, 2, 3, ....

hildren in whi h the i th

t0 + j ∗ K + (i mod K),

Peers, whi h are not dire t

request the most re ently generated missing
missing

hunks to dierent

hunks equally in the overlay), we use a round-robin strategy to
hild

for some initial

hildren of the sour e node,

hunks, so they always request a

hunk that travelled the least number of hops (and time). Ee tively, K

diusion trees emerge, where ea h tree propagates every K th hunk. This pro ess
of diusion trees emerging in a mesh overlay, whi h has properties outlined in
Se tion 3.1, is illustrated in Figure 1 for K = 2.

(a) Dire ted mesh overlay where (b) Corresponding diusion trees
ea h peer has 2 parents
Fig. 1.

Mesh overlay and its two diusion trees.

3.3 Analysis
In this se tion we show how optimal multiple trees are

onstru ted in both

homogeneous and heterogeneous environments and analyse their heights in order
to

ompare them, in the next subse tion, to diusion trees emerging in mesh

overlays.
Height of optimal trees in a homogeneous environment. First, we analyse a ho-

mogeneous environment, where all peers have the same upload

K

distribution trees

an be

apa ity. Optimal

reated by pla ing ea h peer as an inner node in ex-

a tly one tree and as a leaf node in the other

K − 1 trees. Thus, ea

h peer has

K

parents, one in ea h optimal distribution tree. In a homogeneous environment,
this means that the out-degree
hildren in only one tree,

K

d

of ea h peer is equal to

d

and

are the number of

node in ea h tree. Thus, the height of ea h of
homogeneous environment with
evenly balan ed tree with

N

N

K

Sin e a peer has

optimal distribution trees in a

nodes is equal to the height

nodes and out-degree

a relation

K.

hildren of ea h inner

d,

whi h is

H(d, N )

of an

al ulated using

H(d,N )

X

di = N

i=0

based on the fa t that there are

i

d

peers at tree level

i.

Solving this geometri

sequen e gives an equation for the height of a balan ed homogeneous tree:

H(d, N ) = logd ((d − 1) ∗ N + 1) − 1

(1)

K optimal trees in a homogeneous environment
H(K, N ). In this paper we also use an equation for the number of
leaf nodes L(d, N ) in a balan ed homogeneous tree with N nodes and out-degree
d, given by
(d − 1) ∗ N + 1
L(d, N ) = dH(d,N ) =
(2)
d
Therefore, the height of ea h of
is given by

Fig. 2.

Optimal onstru tion of

K

trees onsisting of fast and slow nodes.

Height of optimal trees in a heterogeneous environment. We study the

onstru -

tion of optimal trees in a heterogeneous environment by using two types of peers

-

Ns

i

times higher than a slow peer. In su h a s enario, the optimal pla ement of

slow peers and

Nf

fast peers, where a fast peer has upload bandwidth

peers that minimises the height of ea h of the

K

trees is presented in Figure

2. Similar to homogeneous environments, ea h peer is an inner node in exa tly
one tree and a leaf node in

K−1

trees. Additionally, fast nodes are pla ed at

the top of the trees in order to redu e the height of the trees. Slow nodes have
out-degree

i ∗ d.

d,

while fast nodes

an upload

i

times faster, so their out-degree is

The out-degree of slow and fast nodes is derived from the fa t that the

total number of outgoing links of all peers must be equal to the total number
of in oming links in the P2P overlay, while taking into a

ount that the sour e

node has out-going links, but does not have any in oming links. From this we
have

Ns ∗ d + Nf ∗ i ∗ d = K ∗ (Ns + Nf − 1),
d=

whi h gives

K ∗ (Ns + Nf − 1)
i ∗ Nf + Ns

(3)

Hhet of ea h heterogeneous tree onstru ted as in Figure 2 is
Hhet = H1 + H2 + 1 + 1, whi h is the sum of the height H1 of the
of the tree omposed of inner fast nodes only, the height H2 of the

The height
al ulated as
upper part

lower part of the tree

omposed of slow inner nodes only, plus one level between

the two parts of the tree and one level for the peers that are leaves in the tree
(and whi h are inner nodes in other trees). The height
Eq. 1 as the height of a homogeneous tree of

i ∗ d:
H1 = H(i ∗ d,
The height

H2

is

Nf /K

H1

is

al ulated using

fast nodes with out-degree



Nf
Nf
) = logi∗d (i ∗ d − 1) ∗
+1 −1
K
K

al ulated as the height of a homogeneous tree of

nodes with out-degree

d

Ns /K
L1 ∗i∗d slow



Ns /K
Ns /K
H2 = H(d,
) = logd (d − 1) ∗
+1 −1
L1 ∗ i ∗ d
L1 ∗ i ∗ d
Nf
K ) is the number of leaves in the upper part, i.e., H1 . From
these equations we derive a formula for the optimal height Hhet of ea h optimal

where

L1 = L(i ∗ d,

heterogeneous diusion tree





Nf
Ns
Hhet = logi∗d (i ∗ d − 1) ∗
+ 1 + logd (d − 1)
+1
K
(i ∗ d − 1) ∗ Nf + K
(4)
where

d

is the out-degree of a slow node given by Eq. 3.

3.4 Evaluation
We

ompare the optimal tree heights,

al ulated in Equation 4, to the average

height of diusion trees that emerge in mesh overlays and are

al ulated by our

ustom-built simulator of mesh overlays. The simulator relies on the assumptions

outlined in Se tions 3.1 and 3.2. We used 50,000 nodes and studied both a homogeneous environment and environments with dierent levels of heterogeneity.
In experiments involving heterogeneity, 10% of all nodes are fast nodes with upload bandwidth 2 and 8 times higher than the remaining slow nodes. The overall
upload bandwidth in all overlays is the same. The results are presented in Figure
3. The results show that the average height of diusion trees in homogeneous
mesh overlays is around 2 levels above the optimal height, for all

K.

The reason

for that is that in the optimal tree ea h peer is an inner node in exa tly one
diusion tree, whereas in the trees emerging in mesh overlays a peer is lo ated
randomly and

an be an inner node in several trees. The results show that when

the level of heterogeneity in reases, the gap between the height of diusion trees
in the mesh overlay and optimum trees signi antly in reases. For the

ase with

10% of peers being 8 times faster than the remaining slow peers, the average
height of a diusion tree in the mesh overlay for

K =2

is 3 times higher than

the optimum and drops to 2 times over the optimum for

K = 16.

In reased

heterogeneity results in higher importan e of the lo ation of fast and slow peers
in the tree. Worse performan e for small

K,

in turn, is

aused by higher vari-

ation in the height of diusion trees - some leaves are mu h lower or higher
than the others. This tree imbalan e

an be observed in Figure 4 that shows the

umulative distribution fun tion (CDF) of the depth of leaf nodes in diusion
trees that emerge in a mesh overlay for both homogeneous and heterogeneous
environments. The highest diusion tree imbalan e is for small

K.
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Fig. 4. CDF of the height of diusion trees in mesh overlays in a heterogeneous (10%
peers have 4x upload) environment.

Chunk propagation delay. In order to measure the impa t of the tree height on

the buering delay, we analyse the time required to propagate a

hunk through

the diusion trees in mesh overlays. Sin e in a mesh overlay, a peer
anywhere in ea h diusion tree, its buering delay needs to a
maximum dieren e between
equal to the

an be pla ed

ommodate the

hunk arrivals in ea h distribution tree, whi h is

hunk propagation delay. The propagation delay

an be

al ulated

as

delay =

where

H

is the height of the tree,

H ∗ s ∗ K ∗ (N − 1)
PN
i uploadi
s

the size of a

hunk and the remaining part

of the formula derives from the equation for the bandwidth of a link (see Se tion
3.2). It

an be observed that this delay represents a trade-o between the height

of a tree and the number

K

of distribution trees. Larger

however, it takes longer for a node to upload a
node has more
but more

hildren). Smaller

K

produ e shorter trees,

hunk to all its

hildren (sin e a

hunk sizes allow for their faster propagation,

ontrol messages are required to notify/request

hunks. Propagation

delay as a fun tion of the number of diusion trees (peer parents) is shown in
Figure 5 (for an average upload bandwidth of 1,000kbps and a

hunk size of

4KB). The results show that a small number of diusion trees result in shorter
buering delays. However, small number of diusion trees also means that the
number of parents of ea h peer is small and this redu es robustness to peer
failures.

3
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Mesh (homogeneous)
Optimal (10% have 2x higher upload)
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Mesh Adaptation Algorithm

In the previous se tions we showed that the heights of diusion trees in mesh
overlays are mu h higher than the optimal height. In this se tion we present
an algorithm that adapts the lo ation of high-bandwidth peers dynami ally. To
shorten tree lengths it is advantageous to pla e high-bandwidth nodes near the
sour e and low-bandwidth peers near the leaves.

4.1 Algorithm
We assume that peers have a

urate information about their bandwidth, either

through user input or through passive measurement te hniques, su h as

[12℄.

Furthermore, the assumption is made that te hniques are deployed that prevent
peers from

heating about their bandwidth. To do this, peers may for exam-

ple team up to

ompare ee tive bandwidth of neighbours with their indi ated

bandwidth and drop links to

heaters if the dieren e is too high. Alternatively,

a reputation system like [13℄

ould be implemented.

Ea h

hunk being distributed from the sour e

ount of the path it travelled. Peers

s

an use this hop

to a peer

p

ontains a hop

ount as an estimate of their

distan e to the sour e. As explained in previous se tions, the goal of ea h peer
is to

limb up, respe tively to its upload bandwidth, in one diusion tree and

to be ome a leaf node in all other diusion trees. In order to a hieve this, ea h
peer periodi ally exe utes Algorithm 1, whi h improves a peer's position in one
diusion tree. Sin e ea h parent of a peer is responsible for delivering only one
tree, the algorithm aims at improving the peer's position by repla ing its

urrent

best parent (nearest to the sour e) with one of its grandparents that is
the sour e, subje t to the

loser to

onditions dis ussed below, ee tively moving higher

in one tree. Spe i ally, a peer p tries to nd its parent parent and a grandparent
grandparent (a parent of parent ) that satises the following

onditions:

1. distan e(grandparent ) < distan e(bestparent(p ))
2. upload(p ) > upload(parent ) OR bestparent(parent )
The rst

ondition requires that grandparent is

urrent best parent. The se ond

6=

grandparent

loser to the sour e than the

ondition requires that the upload bandwidth

of peer p is greater than the upload bandwidth of parent ( hild of grandparent )
or grandparent is not the best parent of parent (parent does not

limb up in

that tree) and thus, parent

an give up that grandparent. If these two

are satised, then peer p

limbs up one level by: repla ing parent as a

of grandparent, be oming a new parent of parent and losing one

onditions
hild

hild, whi h

be omes a

hild of parent (Figure 6 shows the ex hange proto ol). This way, the

number of

hildren and parents of all peers involved (p, parent and grandparent )

remain un hanged and thus, the properties of the overlay required for a hieving
the optimal network throughput, des ribed in Se tion 3.1, remain satised. The
presented adaptation algorithm ee tively results in ea h peer

limbing up in

one tree as long as its parent in this tree has lower upload bandwidth and
limbing down in other trees (by giving up its position in these other trees to its
hildren that

limb up in these trees). The algorithm does not ae t the network

throughput as it does not

hange the number of

hildren or parents of any peer.

Algorithm 1 Adapting position of peer p in the mesh overlay
for all

parent ← parent(p) do
grandparent ← parent(parent) do
parent 6= source then
if distance(grandparent) < distance(bestparent(p)) then
if upload(p) > upload(parent) or bestparent(parent) 6= grandparent

for all
if

then

exchangeP osition(p, parent, grandparent)
end if
end if
end if
end for
end for

4.2 Evaluation
In this se tion, we show the results of our evaluation of the adaptation algorithm
presented in Se tion 4.1. The algorithm was implemented in our

ustom-built

Fig. 6.

Peers

p and parent ex hange their positions respe tively to grandparent.

simulator and exe uted on 50,000 nodes with dierent ratios of upload bandwidth of fast and slow nodes. First, an initial mesh was

reated and tree heights

al ulated. Then, Algorithm 1 was exe uted to adapt the positions of all peers
until no more adaptations were possible.
In all experiments

10%

of all peers had

i (i = {2, 8})

bandwidth than the remaining peers. The number of trees

16.

As

times higher upload

K

varied from

2

to

an be seen in Figure 7, there is a signi ant benet of pla ing high-

bandwidth nodes near the sour e. The average tree heights de rease by about
35% for two trees (K

= 2).

The same improvement is in the buering delay,

whi h is proportional to the tree height. Figure 8 shows the

umulative distri-

bution fun tion (CDF) of the depth of leaf nodes in diusion trees in adapted
mesh overlays. This gure, when

ompared to the analogous Figure 4, shows

that diusion trees in the adapted mesh overlays are signi antly more balan ed. However, despite of mu h improvement, some imbalan e in the diusion
tree heights remains and, for that reason, the height of diusion trees (and the
orresponding buering delay) is suboptimal. To a hieve optimal diusion trees,
a more system-wide adaptation is required, whi h is a fo us of our future work.

5

Con lusions

In this paper we analysed data diusion in mesh overlays. We showed that
data

hunks follow dynami ally formed diusion trees and analysed properties

of these trees. The proposed stru tured view of meshes allows us to apply knowledge about trees dire tly to mesh-based streaming approa hes. Our results show
that diusion trees in mesh overlays are unbalan ed with suboptimal height and
thereby, buering delay in mesh overlays is suboptimal. With the in reasing heterogeneity in an overlay, the diusion trees be ome even more suboptimal due
to imperfe t pla ement of fast peers in the diusion trees. This implies that a
mesh adaptation algorithm that pla es fast nodes

loser to the sour e in ex-

a tly one diusion tree shortens the height and improves the balan e of diusion
trees, thereby signi antly redu ing the data buering delay. We presented su h
a mesh adaptation algorithm and showed that it improves tree heights. In future
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work the algorithm will be enhan ed to better balan e the height of diusion
trees, implemented in our prototypes and experimentally evaluated to show its
ee tiveness in real-world s enarios.
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